
In an era of on-screen entertainment, a simple glove
puppet named Aragoz still lures Egyptian audiences
with comic sketches showing how wits and skill can

defeat the thuggish and corrupt. Recounting stories with
a thought-provoking moral in their tale, puppeteers
evoke peels of laughter from spectators, mainly children,
as they enact Aragoz’s exploits, some of which date back
centuries to Ottoman times.

“I fell in love with Aragoz as I grew up. Everyone
loves it actually,” said Sabry Metawly, one of a dimin-
ishing band of veteran puppeteers still putting on per-
formances of Egypt’s most adored folk figure. “It has
clicked with the people because it represents them. It
succeeds where they cannot by challenging and winning
against rivals.”

The squeaky-voiced puppet, with a wooden head, red
conical hat, thin painted moustache and a bright red cloth
cloak, was recognized by UNESCO in 2018 as part of the
planet’s intangible cultural heritage. “Aragoz humorously
criticizes the actions of the powerful and resists the cor-
rupt during the plays,” said Nabil Bahgat, founder of the
Wamda troupe, of which Metawly is also a member. “But
it does not target specific figures of current politics or
leaders.”

Outspoken, mocking, stubborn and often vulgar, the
Aragoz character has long been viewed as a reflection of
popular Egyptian society. The troupe - which comprises
only six members - has been drawing weekly audiences
for more than a decade at the Ottoman-era Beit al-
Sehimi building in Cairo. But it has not faced any censor-
ship despite the ongoing crackdown on freedom of
expression since President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi took
power in 2014. “Performers usually deal within the
allowed limits of freedom,” Bahgat stressed. 

Tales as old as time 
Like his father before him, Metawly performs from

behind a portable box-like booth moving two puppets,

one on each hand. He has been working as a puppeteer
for more than 50 years, following in his father’s footsteps.
He learned the stories - which are passed down orally -
by watching his father perform in the streets and at rural
festivals and Muslim celebrations. By 2003 when Bahgat
formed Wamda he had managed to collect 19 plays orally
and commit them to paper.

All the Aragoz sketches, still performed today, are part
of the country’s cultural heritage, passed down from one
generation of performers to the next, without being
properly documented, he said. “All plays are authorless,”
Bahgat added. “Practitioners were in the habit of learning
them by heart from their predecessors and passing them
on to the new generations,” he said.

Verbal sparring 
None of the plays can be traced to a certain time or

specific person, said troupe member Mahmoud Sayed. In
them, Aragoz is often pitted against other puppets
resembling an Ottoman-era policeman, a sheikh or a bul-
ly, and gets into comical verbal sparring matches sprin-
kled with clever puns. In one sketch, Aragoz argues with
a bully dubbed the fetewa, a term used to describe pow-
erful men who ran local neighborhoods outside the law.

“What do you want?” Aragoz asks after a long banter,
with the bully immediately replying he wants a fight to
see who is the most powerful. “Whoever wins gets the
support of this audience,” says the fetewa. Aragoz imme-
diately pounces on the bully dealing him a flurry of
blows. He wins the scuffle after three rounds, and kicks
his opponent off the box. “Get out!” shouts Aragoz, to
huge cheers and applause. — AFP 
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Rubens Barbosa falls as he competes during the PBR Unleash the Beast Bull Riding competition at Madison Square Garden on Friday in New York City. — AFP 

Members of Egypt’s Wamda troupe manipulate puppets dur-
ing a Aragoz puppets show in Beit al-Sehemi, in Cairo’s
Gamaliya district, on Nov 15, 2019. — AFP photos

Starting out, Indian singer Prateek Kuhad gave
himself one year to make it. He is still no
stranger to self-doubt - but now even Barack

Obama is a fan of his heartbreak-inspired songs.
The 29-year-old was enjoying a quiet New Year’s
Eve at his family home in New Delhi when he
received a message saying: “This is big.” Former
US president Obama had included Kuhad’s wistful
hit “cold/mess” in his annual list of favorite music,
alongside the likes of Bruce Springsteen, Beyonce
and Lizzo.

“It’s cool,” Kuhad told AFP, adding that being
mentioned in Obama’s viral Twitter and Instagram
posts was still “overwhelming”. “He is one of the
few personalities in our generation who has got a
fairly clean image, is one of the good presidents
that the world has seen,” he said. “He listens to Big
Thief. I love them, but they’re not a really big band.
It clearly looks like Obama scouts his music well.”

Kuhad is not sure how Obama first heard his
music but links it to his 2019 tour across North
America and Europe that helped him break through
internationally, but tested his resolve. “I almost hat-
ed performing when I started doing it. I’m getting
used to it only now,” he said. He describes the track
picked by the ex-president as a “straight-up heart-
break song”, saying he accepts that writing about
romance, longing and the complications of love has
helped him find fame. “People would say this is all I
can write about. You question yourself, and I did
have such a moment in mid-2019. But then I
realised I loved what I do,” he said. — AFP 

In this handout photograph taken in Dec 2019,
singer Prateek Kuhad reacts as he performs on
stage in New Delhi. — AFP 


